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7ba84f19-a470-480a-ab45-b88dbc92d0ba
00:00:13.870 --> 00:00:17.750
Hi, I'm Dennis Jackson and I bring global focus to the mission of 
Wesleyan 

368da5e3-9154-4b49-b865-59f5c8fb50d3
00:00:17.750 --> 00:00:22.640
Church through our organization Global Partners. I'm happy to be able 
to talk for these

2f8f850c-c597-4c1f-8d73-456126d4246b
00:00:22.640 --> 00:00:27.420
moments about Establishing New Church Relationships and a little bit 
of

70747cd4-6b84-4de2-a161-8931ac49b038
00:00:27.420 --> 00:00:30.970
Maintaining Church Relationships because whether you're denomination

816333d3-0b88-4cfe-97e9-ffcc8b2e43b6
00:00:30.970 --> 00:00:35.610
or mission agency the local church connection, we all know, is 

71555798-0d3d-4936-8819-0b0516c27819
00:00:35.610 --> 00:00:40.260
so incredibly vital. So incredibly vital. What would twenty years ago 
in 

523971a2-1bc6-4055-812f-ae7ad529cdc8
00:00:40.260 --> 00:00:45.200
our denomination, there was this scandalous report that two hundred of 

c2ed1329-8cd3-47fd-a770-4cfc2dc5c5dc
00:00:45.200 --> 00:00:49.160
our eighteen hundred churches hadn't supported Global Partners,

cc5fa0e5-8fe4-4262-8b35-bb07ddb5b127
00:00:49.160 --> 00:00:52.590
our mission agency at all. It was scandalous.

0a8f73bb-8c7e-4331-bd4b-9b9ae41e00a5
00:00:53.810 --> 00:00:58.330
Four years ago, we did a study again, we're over 50% of our churches

16ba839c-1aae-4960-a3ca-dd0a4c767b23
00:00:58.330 --> 00:00:59.720



were.

f8105b44-2c83-4787-8f98-a28a9f4e3b32
00:00:59.720 --> 00:01:03.590
We've been able to turn that around a little bit and part of this 
because we've been working really

b3d2495a-16e1-4d98-a136-5d21a5c3bd0f
00:01:03.590 --> 00:01:08.530
hard to establish great relationships with our churches so let me 

8928a621-8d9b-4244-956a-c7b08592eb45
00:01:08.530 --> 00:01:13.100
surely cites. The first one is, we've got to value the local church. 
Sometimes, it seems like

0eb0a2de-2e02-48ea-8f18-25707e4b4657
00:01:13.100 --> 00:01:17.560
an obstacle, sometimes it seems like a barrier, sometimes they have 
their own plans and things of which we get

5afd0618-caa3-43b8-94d8-95606f61bcb5
00:01:17.560 --> 00:01:21.940
almost at edge. But that is where ministry happens. That's where 
people's lives are

fe9d1020-8220-4277-aa1c-ba4f37c31b98
00:01:21.940 --> 00:01:25.740
transformed, not just in North America but all around the world.

e0b7953c-8fd8-4678-90d4-b11f62d91a9b
00:01:25.740 --> 00:01:30.140
And so we've got to value the local church. One of the ways that we 
did that was we said,

0827f084-b9b0-4836-9eef-cc70f1d85f63
00:01:30.140 --> 00:01:35.100
you know what, "We're changing our mission statement to this: 
Amplifying Local

14a0b93d-e9c8-4fb1-98b7-e12afb65a0bf
00:01:35.100 --> 00:01:39.580
Church Mission for Global Transformation. Because we knew that's

86f5d63a-27e0-4619-a5cd-c763f5fec361
00:01:39.580 --> 00:01:44.490
where it really happens. Not just here in North America but everywhere 
around the world. And we said we

1f3aad06-6b92-4ecc-a01a-80a4c574253a



00:01:44.490 --> 00:01:49.850
want to partner with churches and their mission to make the big 
mission

b885177b-acc8-4852-bc66-e80f5fe093b9
00:01:49.850 --> 00:01:54.720
happen. So, value the local church. The second thing that we started 
doing that

e6d82057-83cd-4b7b-9b54-50ced0ceb45b
00:01:54.720 --> 00:01:59.240
deep in our relationships, is that we've started Missional Coaching.

14157a75-831e-4256-8f94-d59f87d8f9b8
00:01:59.240 --> 00:02:03.550
I don't know about you but I run into a lot of churches - there 
missions program feels a little bit

71585c53-a16c-41db-9a47-254d807dedd9
00:02:03.550 --> 00:02:07.740
like junk drawer. You know, the junk drawer, right? There's just about 
everything in your like in here, like

1e7a4680-e9de-49c4-9f98-6aacc455a798
00:02:07.740 --> 00:02:12.470
batteries, that's nice scissors, says there's little scissors, big 
scissors hand

e43c7430-c89f-4446-a296-cf55c9064f08
00:02:12.470 --> 00:02:16.620
cream, even a princess bar, oh wait, it's a Snickers. 

66635904-b30e-4eee-957c-3c26bf0efdff
00:02:16.620 --> 00:02:21.100
And there's a Scotch tape, and there's the stapler and all kinds of 
stuff that makes no sense to

7079f28a-8388-4690-9630-e306ef1cffa1
00:02:21.100 --> 00:02:25.690
even being here. Who's doing the white-out thing anymore but that's 
how  missions feels

60605736-b23e-4f12-9b93-136c5901538c
00:02:25.690 --> 00:02:30.910
in some churches. The sort of like now why do we support that person, 
and nobody can even remember

20536ca1-47ef-4c3a-8b60-7869dbf8e437
00:02:30.910 --> 00:02:36.070
or that was Betty's, cousin's, neighbor's, daughter. That's why we're 



supporting her, 

fca06a10-3795-484c-8836-e90f019f577b
00:02:36.070 --> 00:02:40.100
you know, and, they get lost in that. Then we started saying, what if 
we came

4dbe028f-6e29-471f-a310-e8c540c0e7e0
00:02:40.100 --> 00:02:43.960
along side the churches to help them discover what they're doing,

dc759e42-0630-46a9-a9c3-467d6570fa9a
00:02:44.970 --> 00:02:48.100
deal with some of the frustrations, expose those figures, we've yet to 
meet 

f04a1b9a-66df-499c-b1d2-ddd3a264afe8
00:02:48.100 --> 00:02:53.550
the church missions team that wasn't a little bit frustrating with 
they were doing for us or whatever and then bring focus

fc64a3c9-4d59-4b4d-a8fc-c08c2ece2bcc
00:02:53.550 --> 00:02:58.360
and discovery about who they are, and how God is already using them, 
and how

ea48fcd6-ba27-49e1-b0e2-3223921b4b67
00:02:58.360 --> 00:03:03.030
we can maximize that with breakthrough clarity. And perhaps do it

f198fba6-656b-4284-b216-59c4bc58d89c
00:03:03.030 --> 00:03:07.880
together. So Missional Coaching is not a huge piece for us. A third 
one that we've 

61408cc1-97a5-4c37-8ab8-262156f30681
00:03:07.880 --> 00:03:12.790
tried to work through so I found myself and I found ourselves way too 
often

607a170c-c73d-4145-828a-fa8972e4aac0
00:03:12.790 --> 00:03:18.070
making a big ASK: Send us your workers. Send us your money, and we'll 
take care of

f457aff0-a05e-44e6-81e7-c9b4f68c64a9
00:03:18.070 --> 00:03:25.250
the missions. When in fact, we've so much that we could have been 
giving. I've run into so many pastors in local church. And I



ef5ce773-6b6e-4fa0-aaee-944cda0e6cfd
00:03:25.250 --> 00:03:30.100
remember when I pastored, "How do we reach people that are very 
different than us?"; "How do we cross-over the

c65c2e26-a451-4fe3-93ab-d51ca71289d6
00:03:30.100 --> 00:03:34.890
cultural barriers?"; "How do we cross-over the ethnic barriers?"; and 
sometimes we

b88d7d07-0729-4ebb-9128-18d04061fc49
00:03:34.890 --> 00:03:37.210
worked so hard, prayed so

9f9af4c7-dde8-441e-90b7-31c443e8a901
00:03:37.210 --> 00:03:41.200
hard, but we just didn't have the tools and know what we were doing.

165ded19-72a1-4f74-9e09-33da29bf816a
00:03:41.200 --> 00:03:42.810
Well, guess what,

70d02e1e-7bc8-4332-8a30-6c2860f1c5c3
00:03:42.810 --> 00:03:46.170
our missionaries do that every single

574c3efc-1cc0-44e3-9008-fdfcc17e8dcc
00:03:46.170 --> 00:03:50.670
day of their life. Why aren't we training local

4ea4772c-7b89-448f-9b7b-460ff6e515d2
00:03:50.670 --> 00:03:55.380
churches in how to reach the people groups that are all around them, 
some of

2c1528ef-48d5-4a87-baea-e003650dfbb4
00:03:55.380 --> 00:03:59.030
them will talk about the crazy mistakes they made, how they actually

fa3c19c7-04d0-4453-bf5d-e33e8efe7dc5
00:03:59.030 --> 00:04:03.090
offended groups and violated all the barriers.

67b7475f-e5fc-4f09-80c4-5a237eefae1c
00:04:03.090 --> 00:04:06.850
And, we can help. So we've started putting together just a simple

58255716-cb73-420c-911f-2c3d92604cf2
00:04:06.850 --> 00:04:11.390
workshop, it can be one-hour, it could be two hours, it could be a 



whole day and helping people 

fa2660dd-d2d6-4c60-bbad-f6c9238761de
00:04:11.390 --> 00:04:16.150
to know how to actually reach their neighbors. Because we believe if 
they reach

5779923e-71ca-4703-a2db-01c4f0329fe5
00:04:16.150 --> 00:04:20.860
their neighbors effectively, they'd be willing to go cross-culturally 
to the places where we

efb84f20-eac6-43c8-a111-91768c99ccf3
00:04:20.860 --> 00:04:24.180
serve as well. And if not, maybe the people we've 

542eb15a-08cf-4856-864e-b665a0e14b2c
00:04:24.180 --> 00:04:28.810
reached will reach those people. And so we started serving, we started 
saying, "How can we

974f3bf0-ed9f-42e5-b1cc-6e9a4c5c4c60
00:04:28.810 --> 00:04:31.570
give, and not just ask.

1564ce59-394b-4f7d-a708-d4ef5d6a322f
00:04:31.570 --> 00:04:34.620
The fourth thing that I wrote down was, We Start Celebrating What

99062c2f-2d89-4e87-af23-0f0409510940
00:04:34.620 --> 00:04:39.390
They Were Doing -  and sometimes it was way outside of what we were 
doing. But we started to 

d5aca659-0895-4284-9802-2596862c9a57
00:04:39.390 --> 00:04:44.280
look for it, in the celebration, "Hey, where could we align? Is there 
a link where we

126cb179-a125-4566-80e7-d7604914f87c
00:04:44.280 --> 00:04:49.970
could actually work together?". One of our great churches have really 
strong churches planted a new church

a6db93bf-a6c6-4c3f-b502-8f06ae093b76
00:04:49.970 --> 00:04:54.200
in Kenya, West Africa and we said, "Well how can we be a part of

fd62b839-ee32-4e42-9fd3-2f3dc8df0618
00:04:54.200 --> 00:04:57.810



that?" And we began talking about partnership and stuff and one of the 
things they 

ca50a4f8-4447-43f0-b7b1-149c238c2913
00:04:57.810 --> 00:05:02.390
granted to right away was, some of the legal issues like Kenya's 
adapted new

77df73e6-10a0-4672-a3be-17132e01bf2c
00:05:02.390 --> 00:05:07.020
laws - it's very important you have the legal issues covered. Well, we 
know how to do that

39e245da-1a3f-4481-a118-95da31e3e65d
00:05:07.020 --> 00:05:11.340
as a denomination and we supported them. And supported them in that 
work. They also said we want to 

85edeff1-f353-4c22-8f0b-f45b06cc9915
00:05:11.340 --> 00:05:16.640
credential these people as Pastors of Wesleyan Churches and guess 
what, we know-how to do

9e22fd3c-6163-4447-9e46-1644c60fb190
00:05:16.640 --> 00:05:21.570
that better than a single local church can do. And so we partnered 
together but we didn't 

c2fd4ac8-5e96-470a-82bc-df56810d4550
00:05:21.570 --> 00:05:26.340
begin by celebrating what they were already doing and then saying 

3720939c-f99e-44d0-bf77-dbeb3e6155c0
00:05:26.340 --> 00:05:30.890
how can we maybe support that and what they're doing is great!

cac66076-8697-4b18-96cc-bfbc3777b62a
00:05:30.890 --> 00:05:35.320
And there's some places where churches, not-so-great but guess what, 

230bffac-b23a-4992-8f58-139613234bc2
00:05:35.320 --> 00:05:39.460
we're guilty of that as well. So we started solving what they were 
doing.

bd393741-4ae5-46a3-b791-891c7eb937a1
00:05:39.460 --> 00:05:43.730
Another thing we set was, now that we've invited them,

23371438-9ed0-4bab-bf4e-aec80483366d



00:05:43.730 --> 00:05:49.640
to not just engage with us but invite them to give us input. We've put 
the learning cap on and

40c09b34-38ef-4422-995a-7732af435212
00:05:49.640 --> 00:05:54.100
said, "Okay, how can we learn from these churches because many of them 
were doing great

1b47c4ce-3c96-48e8-8222-7fafeea8e26e
00:05:54.100 --> 00:05:59.000
things, some of them greater things in some places and what we were 
doing. How could we learn

c13d7d6f-0162-420c-9233-d2f4f344ebcd
00:05:59.000 --> 00:06:03.730
really listen, and really engage, and when we found out that we had 
that learning hat on,

251f0d54-77be-44ba-bc67-7890c00e32cc
00:06:03.730 --> 00:06:09.260
when we were listening clearly to what they were saying - very huge 
difference.

216d1cbc-89bf-463e-ae0d-4ab19d5c6ade
00:06:09.260 --> 00:06:13.710
All of a sudden the partnership started to connect and not just in 
some of the places

7c328686-4ce0-4596-a833-fa63edc2467c
00:06:13.710 --> 00:06:18.840
they were working but in some of places we could work together. Last,

1ddfd13d-6573-4f70-9d27-75a22d9d4b66
00:06:18.840 --> 00:06:22.760
now at least probably the best thing is, we need to

76bbcea9-3407-487c-91bd-79e362922465
00:06:22.760 --> 00:06:26.870
develop big relationships with our strong churches, with

36b86c78-4f7d-4889-b009-bdf29a3bf144
00:06:26.870 --> 00:06:30.960
the partnering churches we had. I mean, this seems so basic right? And 

25ec778a-8118-402f-bbae-7b1d6a96b7c6
00:06:30.960 --> 00:06:35.190
yet sometimes we're looking for the right strategy, we're looking for 
the perfect ASK, or 



3d6dadef-7ef3-4903-b109-190844094cb0
00:06:35.190 --> 00:06:39.810
the perfect invitation, or the perfect engagement, when in fact we 
need to build a relationship.

e5402aa6-28aa-487b-858c-d67b03fe3e57
00:06:40.900 --> 00:06:45.310
And I'm challenged very deeply that one of the best ways we can do 
that,

9244a7ab-c315-4744-89b5-1c083bde7107
00:06:45.310 --> 00:06:49.000
is to pray for the pastors and for the leadership of those churches.

9b26ab27-c4c1-441f-9280-c8be6ad31fe1
00:06:50.200 --> 00:06:51.610
Recently, one of our pastors,

7ce2a9c7-3502-4d3e-816c-e9373af11e79
00:06:51.610 --> 00:06:56.450
very strong church for us -very supportive of us- called me with the 
mission

11f14103-4993-40e2-98d5-84ec2a007589
00:06:56.450 --> 00:07:01.290
question. They were having a mission conference and wanted some wisdom 
on something. And before we

f996eb01-1c3a-4e68-9d0a-bc7cb957d1cc
00:07:01.290 --> 00:07:07.810
got off, I said, "Hey Keith, would it be alright if we prayed 
together? He said, "Oh yeah..."

3de825b7-1262-41cd-914f-d6ae16ae23d0
00:07:07.810 --> 00:07:11.780
I said, "Keith you got something going on..." and it was just instant 
that he opened up

c7e3528b-b620-456a-abc0-f59ecf15b304
00:07:11.780 --> 00:07:20.590
about a very difficult thing going on in his life, with the church, 
his leadership, and I was able to pray with him.

db4701e2-3e81-4a0a-8b4e-36ba1d6184bf
00:07:20.590 --> 00:07:22.250
Three days later, he got this

02eca3f7-5ab0-47a5-8007-b6fd3361a485
00:07:22.250 --> 00:07:27.030
hand-written note from them saying how very meaningful that was.



6dc16515-2afd-495a-a7a7-c6c750da79dd
00:07:27.030 --> 00:07:29.670
Well, you know why he's a great part with us?

6e2e6380-4106-483b-9767-5b950253e56a
00:07:29.670 --> 00:07:34.310
Because, we pray together. Because, we have a big relationship it's

26ab7194-b7cc-40a3-918c-15e99d96d792
00:07:34.310 --> 00:07:38.350
not rocket surgery, it's really pretty simple.

768c310f-c630-437e-b523-4439558b1aa6
00:07:38.350 --> 00:07:42.730
If we're praying with people, if we're identifying with them and some 
of

c9ea492f-d53a-4d73-ac13-db9391c473a1
00:07:42.730 --> 00:07:47.090
their greatest needs as we pray together about the greater mission,

c45d9762-6bea-4c7e-8a7d-72c2ddf3c6ea
00:07:47.090 --> 00:07:49.810
the relationship gets bigger and bigger.

4def655b-5ff9-4678-9d69-d6c1fc6005e0
00:07:49.810 --> 00:07:54.760
And, I've been taken upon myself to be praying for their structures 
that we have frame for some

2185583c-9326-4fa2-8ddf-8cedc5ed2c6c
00:07:54.760 --> 00:08:01.670
that are has so much potential really be significantly involved in the 
mission that matters forever.

ca1a333e-cde2-4bce-b3a5-7a3e85cd85d1
00:08:01.670 --> 00:08:06.730
And bathing them in prayer. It's one of the best things we can do. So, 
value the

9fb971d0-f2d0-4df0-afe5-24fba7ce7df5
00:08:06.730 --> 00:08:11.460
local church. What they're doing is really where it's at all around 
the world. We've been

303acfa8-fd84-4ec2-b46f-86801b43e61a
00:08:11.460 --> 00:08:16.310
evolving Missional Coaching. We've been trying to say how can we 
serve, how can we give more than just



a93f8932-b375-475e-9831-baf4cb439ed1
00:08:16.310 --> 00:08:20.800
ask. We've been celebrating what they've been doing and looking for 
the link.

56f6e18f-75f1-46e6-a1d2-d60501c1c6c5
00:08:20.800 --> 00:08:26.540
We've invited their -not just engagement but- they're input to learn 
and to grow.

4ab6d1c1-0dca-42b6-8f81-f9c0c37b6207
00:08:26.540 --> 00:08:29.830
And then we tried to build big relationships mostly through

69827fd5-5bf3-4494-b37f-e8da7474fdd2
00:08:29.830 --> 00:08:34.600
prayer. It's a joy to serve, since you want to be a part of this 
mission. God bless you.


